May 2017

Welcome to the SwiftStack Monthly Newsletter!
Hello {{lead.First Name:default=edit me}},
We start this month's newsletter with a major announcement:
Pankaj Patel, former Chief Development Officer at Cisco, has
joined SwiftStack's Board of Directors. Everyone at SwiftStack
is extremely excited about this news, and the strategic guidance
Pankaj will bring to the company and to the Cisco/SwiftStack
partnership.
Welcome, Pankaj!
Respectfully,
Mario Blandini, VP of Marketing

Product Update
Since last month’s newsletter, SwiftStack 5.1 and 5.2 have been released and include new Cloud Sync
capabilities.
First, you can now one-way synchronize containers/buckets between SwiftStack clusters, allowing data
to automatically be shared across clusters or to ease data migration operations.
Also, you can now set up cloud-to-cloud sync mappings at the account level instead of just the
container/bucket level. This is helpful when many containers/buckets need to be synchronizes with
Google Cloud Storage or Amazon S3.
Learn More

Meet with SwiftStack at Cisco Live in Las Vegas!
If you’re attending Cisco Live, take advantage of this opportunity to meet with both our Storage Experts
and specialists from the Cisco UCS team.
Schedule Meeting

This doctoral research university replaced their existing tape based solution with SwiftStack and
Commvault. They can now analyze, backup and recover, archive, and search data across their storage
platform.
At SwiftStack, we are driven by the needs of our client base, and we proudly welcome Liberty University
as a customer.
View Our Customers

White Paper
Accelerating Swift with Intel Cache Acceleration Software
Dramatically improve Swift storage performance. Reduce data loss risk.
Read Now

Solution Brief
Accelerating Swift with Intelligent SSD Caching
The explosive growth of unstructured data has driven the need for expanded, safe, and efficient data
storage.
Read Now

News
What Storage Product Should You Use in the Cisco UCS Storage Server?
The Cisco’s UCS 3260 Storage Server can run any software defined storage product that is available as
a software-only product. How does one choose?
Read Now

OpenStack Summit Presentations
If you missed the Boston Summit last Month, or want a review, check out the video replays of
presentations by SwiftStack team members and clients.
View Now

Ann Arbor Leadership Training Summary
By John Dickinson, Director of Technology at SwiftStack and Swift PTL
Last week I was privileged to attend the ZingTrain leadership training class sponsored by the
OpenStack Foundation. There were two days of formal training and a third unstructured day for the
group to discuss how the lessons apply in the OpenStack community.   ZingTrain is one of the many
businesses in the Zingermans Community of...
Read More

Demo of an Example Media Workflow
By Chris Nelson, Director, Systems Engineering at SwiftStack
Right now, at NAB 2017, we're demonstrating an example media workflow in the Cisco booth using
SwiftStack software and Cisco UCS servers. For those who are unable to make it to the show and are
interested in seeing the demo, check out this video we produced that highlights some of the ways
SwiftStack private and hybrid...
Read More
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